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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern software development frequently involves multiple codelines (branches), being canonical sets
of source files required to produce a specific software instance. Codelines correspond, e.g., to maintenance,
release and development versions of a system, or to variants targeting different user groups or platforms. A
typical scenario involves one mainline, containing the latest features and bug fixes and being continuously
updated, and a number of customer codelines, containing different configurations being used by different
customers. Such customer codelines need to be updated frequently, e.g., to provide new features or bug
fixes. The updates then translate to patches or entirely new releases, which are shipped to customers and
have to be integrated into their environments.

However, integrating the patches on the customer-side (referred to as upgrading) can become par-
ticularly costly, especially for safety-critical or real-time embedded software, that require extensive
integration testing and complex initialisation routines. Consequently, large upgrades (e.g., upgrading the
entire codeline to a new release) are typically undesirable, and performing upgrades in a module-based
fashion is preferred.This way, customers receive only the features they requested. Moreover, as less
changes are introduced modular upgrades reduce testing and integration effort, as well as limit the risk
of the system downtime.

Nonetheless, modules are often interdependent, hence upgrading a particular one may introduce the
need to upgrade additional others, until all dependencies have been satisfied.

In [1] we have proposed a framework to assess the difficulty of upgrading a software module. In this
extended abstract we discuss the visualization part of the framework and the framework evaluation at
ASML Netherlands B.V., a large manufacturer of photolithography systems.

II. MINIMAL UPGRADES

Dependencies arise as a result of some modules providing interfaces to be used by other modules. Each
interface can disclose various program elements, which we call symbols, such as constants, enumerations,
data types and functions. Each symbol can be provided by only one module.

Consider the three system states in Figure 1. Suppose that the system is initially at t = 1 and we would
like to upgrade module A to the version at t = 3.
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Fig. 1: Choosing module B
at t = 2 yields the cheapest
solution.

Between these two versions, A has started to depend on symbol S of module
B, which is not available at t = 1. Therefore, module B has to be upgraded
as well. Here we have a choice: upgrade module B to the version at t = 2
or t = 3. Both versions provide the symbol S required by the latest version
of A. However, B at t = 3 has a dependency on a new module C. So there
are two valid ways to satisfy the dependencies: C1 = {(A → 3), (B →
2), (C → ⊥)}, where ⊥ represents absence of a module in the configuration,
and C2 = {(A → 3), (B → 3), (C → 3)}. However, recall that the system
is at t = 1. Hence, to obtain C1 we need to upgrade two modules (A and
B) and to obtain C2—three modules (A, B and C). C1 is preferred to C2.

In [1], [2] we presented an algorithm finding versions of all other modules such that all dependencies
are satisfied, and the number of modules that have to be upgraded is minimal.
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III. IS THE SOFTWARE EASY TO UPGRADE?

To answer this high-level question we construct a heatmap of the system. The color of a cell (Module,Version)
corresponds to the number of modules that—as determined by the algorithm—have to be upgraded when
Module is being upgraded from Version to the most recent version.

Fig. 2: The more upgrade
dependencies, the darker the
cell.

Case study. To evaluate the approach proposed we have applied it to
software of a large photolithography system, developed by ASML. At
the time of the case study, the software contains almost 400 modules,
7000 interfaces and more than 40 million lines of code. To identify
dependencies between the modules we have applied CScout (for C) as well
as a number of proprietary tools for Python, proprietary data definition files
and configuration files. We have successfully extracted information from
327 modules1; together with nine monthly versions of the system we’ve
obtained 2616 = 327 * 8 scenarios involving upgrade of each one of the
modules from each one of the versions 0–7 to the most recent version.

A partial heatmap of the system is shown in Figure 2. We observe that the colors in a row become
lighter from left to right, i.e., the older the version, the more upgrade dependencies are involved. This
can be expected because the time span to the latest version is longer, suggesting that more changes
could have occurred. Moreover, most modules show dark cells in columns 0–2, and much lighter cells in
columns 3–7. This means that most modules are difficult to upgrade to the most recent version 8 if they
are of version 2 or older. The heat map does not reveal the cause of this “cliff” from version 2 to version
3: we reconsider this issue in Section IV. Finally, module AF is easy to upgrade: its row is completely
blank, indicating that there are no upgrade dependencies. This is typical for modules which see little
to no development. It could still be the case that this module has changed, but that these changes were
internal to the module.

IV. WHY DOES UPGRADING ONE MODULE REQUIRE UPGRADING MANY ADDITIONAL MODULES?

When a module is being upgraded to a more recent version, modules it uses or modules using it might
require an upgrade as well. Consider the following scenarios:

Scenario 1 Let module A be upgraded from version i to version j. If version j of A requires a symbol
S from B, that was not required by version i, then upgrading A necessitates the upgrade of B if the
current version of B does not already provide S. We say that there is an upgrade dependency from A
to B (caused by adding S). In Figure 1 there are two upgrade dependencies: from A to B caused by
adding S and from B to C caused by adding T .

Scenario 2 Let module B be upgraded from version i to version j. If version j of B no longer provides
a symbol S, provided in version i, and module A requires S, then upgrading B necessitates the upgrade
of A. We call this an upgrade dependency from B to A (caused by removing S).

Fig. 3: Upgrade dependency
graph of Module E (dark
blue) contains an SCC-vertex
(dark gray).

The upgrade dependency graph represents a single upgrade of a module
m, based on the configuration C which was determined by the algorithm.
The upgrade dependency graph is a directed graph with vertices representing
the modules that have to be upgraded, and edges representing upgrade
dependencies. Each edge in the upgrade dependency graph is associated
with a set of symbols that caused the upgrade dependency. Edges are green
if all symbols in the set have been added, red if all symbols in the set have
been removed and black if some symbols in the set have been added and
while some others have been removed. Cardinality of the set of symbols is
represented by thickness of the edge. In order to ease comprehension of the
graph, the strongly connected components (SCC) are collapsed to a single

vertex, which can be further inspected.
Case study. One of the first observations was the presence of suspicious dependencies, whose existence

cannot be immediately explained given the functionality of the modules involved. In many cases these
upgrade dependencies involved the test code: while 264 out of 327 modules had more than 150 upgrade
dependencies, after the test code has been excluded only 4 out of 327 modules had more than 150

1The remaining modules did not contain source code or contain code in languages not supported by the dependency identification
tools.
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dependencies. Based on this observation we stress the importance of separating the test code from the
production code.

Even after the test code has been excluded, we observe that a module upgrade from the version of
October 2011 to the version of July 2012 often includes many additional upgrade dependencies. The heat
map in Figure 2 tells us that upgrades are much easier from version 3 (January 2012) and onwards. From
there, more than half of the modules are upgradeable with only 10 or less additional modules, where the
majority of these modules have no additional upgrade dependencies. By inspecting upgrade dependency
graphs we further discover that many edges are red, i.e., many upgrade dependencies are being caused
by symbols being removed. If removal of symbols is dismissed, the difficulty of upgrading the modules
decreases. As opposed to 204 modules (55%) that require upgrading ten modules or less when upgrading
from version 3 to version 8 if symbol removal is taken into account, 91% of the upgrades involve ten
modules or less if symbol removal is dismissed.

Therefore, to facilitate the upgrades disallowing symbols removal should be considered, or at least a
structured deprecation and removal of symbols, e.g., symbols are removed only when they are no longer
used in any supported release.

Finally, we have evaluated application of the tool at ASML. ASML developers reported that the tool
provided valuable insights in the upgrade structure of the system.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported on an industrial approach to complexity assessment of software modules’ upgrades.
The approach combines a high-level assessment (“is the software structured such that a module can be
upgraded with few additional dependencies?”) with a lower-level visual feedback to developers (“if an
upgrade causes many additional dependencies, what is the cause of this?”). Based on the feedback the
developers can consider restructuring the system to simplify future upgrades. The approach has been
applied to a software of a large photolithography system, developed by ASML.
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